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So what do you do? Well, you spread out your
players to cover as much of the field as possible,
– Ernie Harwell, the voice of the Detroit Tigers ensuring that you’re “covering your bases”…
literally. The other team is bound to get some
There are plenty of baseball sayings you can hits and maybe even score some runs, but by
relate to investing — keep your eye on the the end of game, chances are good you have
ball, step up to the plate, don’t let the fear of also gotten some hits and scored some runs...
striking out keep you from playing the game maybe you even win the game. And if you
— but there’s a great lesson baseball can teach didn’t win today, you might win tomorrow.
us about diversification.
One thing is for certain: you’ll never win by
Think of diversification like playing defense in putting all of your players in one place.
baseball. You may look at where a batter last
hit the ball — let’s say center field — and you As investors, we cover our bases by investcould place all of your players there, ensuring ing in many companies, countries and types
you catch a ball if it goes to that area of the field. of securities. By doing this we have a better
chance of long-term success.
However, we know what happened during
the last at bat won’t necessarily happen during Diversification neither assures a profit nor guarthe next at bat. Even if the last three batters all antees against loss in a declining market.
hit to center field, you can’t be sure the next All investments involve risk, including the loss
hit will go there. What happens if the next of principal and cannot be guaranteed against
batter hits it to the right field corner and all of loss by a bank, custodian, or any other financial
institution.
your players are standing in center field?
Baseball is a lot like life. It’s a day-to-day existence, full of ups and downs.

The Definitive History of the Presidential Turkey Pardon
By whitehouse.gov

Each Thanksgiving, the President “pardons”
a hand-selected turkey, sparing the bird from
someone’s dinner table and ensuring the rest
of its days are spent roaming on a farm, doing
whatever it is turkeys love to do.
You’re probably wondering: Where did this
very serious business of the Presidential
turkey pardon come from anyway?
Americans have been sending the President
turkeys for the holidays since at least the 19th
century. Beginning in 1873 during Grant’s
presidency, a Rhode Island man named Horace
Vose was responsible for “selecting with the
utmost care” the “noblest gobbler in all that
little state” for the President’s Thanksgiving
dinner, a tradition he carried out for more than
25 years according to The New York Times.
In 1947, the National Turkey Federation took
on the role of official turkey supplier to the
President, delivering a 47-pound bird in time
for the Christmas holiday.
That year, the White House also began
holding a turkey receiving ceremony, usually
in the Rose Garden, providing a photo op
that many confuse with the beginning of the
pardoning tradition. Back then, however,
birds were more likely to be destined for
the White House dining table than the easy
life on a farm. In 1948, President Truman
said he would take the gifted turkey home
to Independence, Missouri, where his 25
relatives “require a lot.”

In 1963, President Kennedy decided to send
that year’s gift from the National Turkey
Federation back to the farm where it came
from. “We’ll just let this one grow,” he said.
Sometime around the Nixon administration,
the President began sending the turkey to a
petting farm near Washington after holding
the traditional receiving ceremony and photo
op, although no formal pardon was given.
President George H.W. Bush was the first to
actually offer a turkey pardon. On November
14, 1989, he announced that year’s bird had
“been granted a presidential pardon as of
right now.” He sent the turkey on his way to
the perhaps unfortunately named Frying Pan
Park in Herndon, Virginia, and with that, a
tradition was born.

Since taking office, President Obama has
pardoned two turkeys, although in 2009,
he admitted Courage, that year’s top turkey,
came dangerously close to gracing the White
House table. “Thanks to the intervention of
So then when did the pardoning start? Here’s Malia and Sasha – because I was ready to eat
where it gets tricky. Tales of spared turkeys this sucker – Courage will also be spared this
date back to the Lincoln days. According to terrible and delicious fate.”
one story, Lincoln’s son Tad begged his father “I’m told Presidents Eisenhower and Johnson
to write out a presidential pardon for the bird actually ate their turkeys,” Obama said. “You can’t
meant for the family’s Christmas table, arguing fault them for that; that’s a good-looking bird.”
it had as much a right to live as anyone. Lincoln
acquiesced and the turkey lived.
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